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Agenda

• Introduction to the Canadian Research Knowledge 
Network

• Rationale for an ORCID iD

• The ORCID system and global community

• Introduction to ORCID-CA

• Benefits for funders

• Examples from Europe

• ORBIT



Introduction to CRKN

CRKN is a catalyst for innovation and development and 
achieves the greatest possible impact in support of 
Canadian research, scholarship, creative activity and 
knowledge transfer by working creatively and 
collaboratively with other stakeholders.





ORCID-CA origins: 
Implementation Group 2016-17 

A multi-

stakeholder 

working group with 

representation 

from across the 

research 

ecosystem



ORCID-CA “Vision” – Joint Statement of Principles: Adoption 
and Use of ORCID as a Common Researcher Identifier In 
Canada & Proposal for a Consortial Approach for Institutions 
(ORCID-CA Implementation Group, March. 2017)

As a matter of principle, we [the members]:

1. Recognize the value of “common” unique researcher 
identifiers in making research information and data 
more useful and meaningful: reducing 
administrative complexity and burden, 
increasing efficiency, improving quality, 
integrating disparate sources across the 
research and dissemination life-cycle, promoting 
the reuse, and enhancing the online presence of 
Canadian research to the global market;



Spend more time making 
contributions and less time 

managing them

Solve the name-
disambiguation problem:

John Smith != John Smith



Benefits for researchers

• Auto-populate forms & applications

• Reduce administrative burden

• Interoperability: enter once, reuse often

• FREE for researchers! Takes 1 minute to register

• “DOI for researchers”

• Researcher controls privacy settings

=

Saves time for researchers

0000-0003-4586-1317



Just a number?
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Not just a number

FUNDER & FACILITY
Assert grant, facilities, and equipment award



What does a profile look like?



The ORCID record lists information that the researcher has 
chosen to connect to their iD. The researcher owns the 
record, and decides how (or if) it is shared.

As they interact with research systems, researchers add 
their iD using an electronic “handshake”.

Then iD is embedded in the researcher’s contribution by 
the publisher or funder system, creating a provenanced 
connection between the contribution and the researcher. 

Privacy and workflow



The global ORCID system

• A two-way API connecting researchers to 
their affiliations and activities

• An ecosystem of connections 
(“integrations”):
• grant application and reporting

• facilities requests

• manuscript submission

• human resources

• When members and consortia integrate, 
connect, and share data, everybody wins. 



The global ORCID organization

• A global membership-supported registry

• An open, not-for-profit organization that 
serves the research community. 

• ORCID cannot be sold.

https://orcid.org/blog/2016/08/16/orcid-we-wont-be-sold


ORCID around the world

1000+ members in 45 countries



A global movement

• 6m+ researchers have registered for an iD.
• 2.3m have connected their iD with other information: 35m works 

~600K grants, ~600K reviews, ~2.9m education and 2.0m 
employment items

• 1,011 member organizations in 47 countries have built 
ORCID into more than 500 system integrations across all 
sectors of the research community. 

• National Institutes of Health

• 21 national ORCID consortia in the UK, Finland, Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark, Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, 
South Africa, Taiwan,  Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, 
Canada, and US



A necessity for researchers

• 1,500+ publishers require an ORCID

• PLOS

• Science Journals

• The Royal Society

• IEEE

• Springer Nature 

• Major international funders require an ORCID

• National Institutes of Health

• Wellcome Trust



ORCID in Canada

• Consortial lead: Canadian Research Knowledge 
Network 

• Governance: Governing Committee and Advisory 
Committee

• Reduced license fee to ORCID Premium API

• Support from the Community Manager - ORCID-CA

• 36 ORCID-CA members



ORCID in Canada

Universities

Hospital
Institutes

Federal



Members of ORCID-CA
Brock University
Carleton University
Concordia University
Dalhousie University
Lakehead University
MacEwan University
Memorial University of 
Newfoundland
McGill University
McMaster University
Mount Royal University
National Research Council
Ottawa Hospital Research 
Institute
Queen's University
Ryerson University
Simon Fraser University
Trent University
University of Alberta

University of British Columbia
University of Calgary
University of Guelph
University Health Network
Université Laval
University of Manitoba
University of New Brunswick
University of Ottawa
University of Prince Edward Island
University of Saskatchewan
University of Regina
University of Toronto
University of Waterloo
University of Windsor
University of Victoria
Western University
Wilfrid Laurier University
York University
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Fostering connections in Canada

FUNDER & FACILITY
Assert grant, facilities, and equipment award

ORCID

Canada



“ORCID isn’t just to help researchers fill in their forms 

more efficiently; it’s also designed to help funders track 

researcher’s progress and whether our grants are 

producing high quality science.”

- Benjamin Thomson, Wellcome Trust

Funders = grants  publications

Universities = people  publications / grants

Take the pulse of research



• Collect

• Streamline forms by pulling information from ORCID
• Grant applications
• Populate CRIS

• No manual entry by researcher = accurate data

• Administrators spend less time verifying and checking 
information

• Efficient application process

Advantages of integration



• Push

• 20 funders already integrating ORCID into grants 
systems

• Ensure accurate listing of awards (both grant numbers 
and organization name) by pushing award information
into ORCID record (“assert”)

• Recognize your reviewers, too! (“assert peer review”)

• Better research management

Advantages of integration



Types of integration



• PeopleSoft

• Boston College

• Current Research Information Systems (CRIS)

• PURE [Waterloo]

• Faculty180 [Queen’s; Calgary]

• Symplectic Elements [McMaster]

• ScholarOne [publishing]

• Canadian Science Publishing

Integrations by system



Connected funding

When funders push successful grant awards to the 
ORCID registry, it is available for easier funding 
acknowledgements.





• Little Science : 19th century
o Individuals
o Driver = Philosophy

• Big Science : 20th century
o Hierarchies [corporate / military]
o Driver = $ + bureaucracy

Science has changed

Derek J. de Solla Price

1963



• Little Science : 19th century
o Individuals
o Driver = Philosophy

• Big Science : 20th century
o Hierarchies [corporate / military]
o Driver = $ + bureaucracy

• Open Science : 21st century
o Communities [online / virtual]
o Driver = Networks + connections

Science is changing again

Derek J. de Solla Price

1963



Open Science needs identifiers



FAIR data encapsulation



Open but siloed



Open Science

Gorgolewski, Krzysztof & A. Poldrack, Russell. (2016). A Practical Guide for Improving Transparency and 

Reproducibility in Neuroimaging Research. PLOS Biology. 14. e1002506. 10.1371/journal.pbio.1002506

COLLECT

CONNECT

COLLECT

CONNECT

ORCIDsDOIs



• Italy

• Germany

Consortia around the world



70 universities and 4 research centres joined.

By the end of 2016 more than 80% of Italian researchers (including 

PhD students and post-docs) possessed an ORCID iD.

Italy: national consortium
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Researchers could connect their iDs to national systems. The 
overwhelming majority chose to make those connections.

Italy: national consortium

ORCID HUB

YES: 98% NO: 2%

National 
Database

YES: 94% NO: 6%



“The availability of ORCID at a national level improves data quality, 

interoperability and constitutes the first building block for a robust data 

infrastructure…”

“The nationwide adoption of ORCID and its harmonization in all CRIS 

installations will make it possible to adopt an architecture of data at the 

level of… links, [so that] data from the local systems can be harvested 

for the implementation of a national open disambiguated database of 

the Italian research.”

ORCID + CRIS

Paola Galimberti & Susanna Mornati (2017) 

The Italian Model of Distributed Research Information Management Systems: A Case Study,

Procedia Computer Science, Volume 106, Pages 183-195

Italy: national consortium



• Funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) in 

2016 for 3 years

• Coordinated implementation of ORCID across institutions

• Focus on organizational and technical issues

• Bielefeld Academic Search Engine (BASE)

• Claiming service for authors

Germany: ORCID-DE

















Take the next step

1. Ensure that your researchers sign up for ORCID 
iDs

• It’s FREE!

• Use them when publishing!

2. Become a member of ORCID-CA

• New license for 2019-2022 available now

• Save thousands off the regular membership fee

• Build Open Science in Canada

3. Integrate your systems with ORCID and assert
research achievements on ORCID profiles



Discussion & Questions



Thank you!

Jeffrey Demaine
Community Manager, ORCID Canada

jdemaine@crkn.ca
http://orcid.org/0000-0003-4586-1317


